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SERIES DESCRIPTION

Series 2 : Objects. – [1977], [between 1980 and 1995]. – 14 buttons (With Objects). This series includes 14 buttons from numerous organizations pertaining mostly to women’s rights and issues such as health, birth control and abortion. For additional information, please consult the Pamela Andrews (X10-67) – Descriptive inventory.
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-1
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women Who Seek to be Equal to Men Lack Ambition
OTHER TITLE INFO: 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white background; writing in black; 4.5 in diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Ferne Sales & MFG Co.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):  
1. Women's rights  
2. Equality
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-2
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: “If I can’t dance... I don’t want to be part of your revolution”
OTHER TITLE INFO: Emma Goldman
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; beige background; writing in gold; image of E.[Emma] “Red Emma” Goldman on top centre in gold; 4.2 diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):  
1. Goldman, Emma, 1869-1940
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-3
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Witches Heal
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; gray background with brown dots; writing in pink; 3.8 diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Ferne Sales & MFG Co. Inc.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. Spirituality
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-4
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I'm a safe sex Slut.
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; beige background; writing in black except “safe sex” in pink with black background; three pink horizontal lines before the title; image of a condom on letter “I”; 4 cm. diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [H.A.S. Novelties Ltd.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. Abortion
3. Contraception
4. Reproduction
5. Sexuality
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-5
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Birth Control
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white background; writing and image in red; symbols of ♂♀ in centre; 4 cm. diameter
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Mortimer Ltd]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Abortion
2. Contraception
3. Reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-6
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women’s Health in Women’s Hands
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; beige background; writing in brown; image of woman with arms up making a heart shape; 4 cm. diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [H.A.S. Novelties Ltd.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
NOTES: pamphlet “Women’s Health in Women’s Hands” from Community Health Centre in Toronto, Ontario (Canada) available in file 1487.3

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-7
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: We Cannot Live Without Our Lives
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black, red and green background; writing in white; symbol of ♀ at the bottom; 4.5 cm. diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Women’s rights
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-8
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: If We Can send one Man to the MOON Why not send them ALL?
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow background; writing in red; 5.5 diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Ferne Sales & M.F.G Co. Inc.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Women’s rights.
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-9
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Plus je vois des hommes, plus j’aime ma chatte
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow background; writing in brown; 5.5 diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1981
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Ferne Sales & M.F.G Co. Inc.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Women’s rights.
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-10
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: [Medusa]
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black background; [reproduction of Medusa’s head] in orange; 4 cm. diameter
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [1977]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: White [Illegible]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Medusa
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-11
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: WICCA wise womon lesbian amazon mother daughter sister nurturer healer
dead keeper balancer of life teacher artist
OTHER TITLE INFO: loving womyn loving womyn loving womyn
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow background; big circle outline in black,
red and yellow; inside the circle contains a tree; on the tree has double symbol of ♀;
yellow circle below the tree with other title info all around it; each side of circle has gray
images [water waves]; 4,5 cm. diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [1980-1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Donnelly/Colt buttons]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Spirituality
2. Lesbian
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-12
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: CHOICE
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; black background; pink upside down triangle
writing in pink; inside triangle text is outlined in black; first letter of “C” contains a symbol
of + at the bottom; 4 cm. diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: OCAC
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):  
1. Abortion  
2. Contraception  
3. Reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-13
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: No New Abortion Law
OTHER TITLE INFO: CHOICE
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; fuchsia background; writing in white; below letter “C” has a symbol of + ; 4.5 diameter.
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [1980-1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: OCAC
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):  
1. Abortion  
2. Contraception  
3. Reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-67-14
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: WOMEN – Don’t Agonize, ORGANIZE!
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; beige background; writing in light pink
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: [Ferne Sales & M.F.G Co. Inc.]
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: with donation 2000-9
SUBJECT HEADING(S):  
1. Women's rights
NOTES: None